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Governing Immigration Through Crime: A ReaderStanford Social Sciences, 2013

	In the United States, immigration is generally seen as a law and order issue. Amidst increasing anti-immigrant sentiment, unauthorized migrants have been cast as lawbreakers. Governing Immigration Through Crime offers a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the use of crime and punishment to manage undocumented immigrants....
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Java 9 Dependency Injection: Write loosely coupled code with Spring 5 and GuicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create clean code with Dependency Injection principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Use DI to make your code loosely coupled to manage and test your applications easily on Spring 5 and Google Guice
	
			Learn the best practices and methodologies to implement DI
	
			Write more...
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Cereal Genomics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		The objective of this volume is to detail current technologies associated with cereal genomics, providing a valuable resource for researchers working in breeding and molecular crop improvement programs. Chapters guide readers through high-throughput DNA extraction protocols, crop genetic resources, meta-Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL)...
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Road Terrain Classification Technology for Autonomous Vehicle (Unmanned System Technologies)Springer, 2019

	This book provides cutting-edge insights into autonomous vehicles and road terrain classification, and introduces a more rational and practical method for identifying road terrain. It presents the MRF algorithm, which combines the various sensors’ classification results to improve the forward LRF for predicting upcoming road terrain types....
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Microsoft(R) Office Project Server 2007 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
Microsoft Office Project Server 2007 Unleashed provides a comprehensive and in-depth overview of Microsoft Office Project Server 2007 and Enterprise Project Management (EPM). This book should be used as a reference to guide you through system capabilities and the use of more advanced product features in the context of your business...
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Beginning T-SQL 2008Apress, 2009
Welcome to Beginning T-SQL 2008. This book introduces you to the language known as T-SQL, also called Transact-SQL. It’s the fundamental language that you need to know in order to work productively with Microsoft’s database management system known as SQL Server. Almost everything that you do in SQL Server boils down to T-SQL commands,...
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The Plausibility of Life: Resolving Darwin's DilemmaYale University Press, 2005

	In the 150 years since Darwin, the field of evolutionary biology has left a glaring gap in understanding how animals developed their astounding variety and complexity. The standard answer has been that small genetic mutations accumulate over time to produce wondrous innovations such as eyes and wings. Drawing on cutting-edge research across...
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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Enterprise Library, C# EditionMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Welcome to the era of software reuse! Microsoft Enterprise Library helps accelerate development by providing reusable components and guidance on proven practices. If you build applications that run on the Microsoft .NET Framework, whether they are enterprise-level business applications or even relatively modest Windows® Forms,...
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Usability of Complex Information Systems: Evaluation of User InteractionCRC Press, 2010

	Why do enterprise systems have complicated search pages, when Google has a single search box that works better? Why struggle with an expense reimbursement system that is not as easy as home accounting software? Although this seems like comparing apples to oranges, as information and communication technologies increasingly reach into every...
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XML Weekend Crash Course (with CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
XML Weekend Crash Course covers the ins and outs of XML in 30 sessions. Each session is designed to take 30 minutes to complete, so the Crash Course is an intense 15-hour learning period. You can complete the Crash Course over a single weekend -- but you can also easily adapt the Crash Course sessions to whatever schedule best suits your...
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Learning Processing: A Beginner's Guide to Programming Images, Animation, and InteractionMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
Teaches graphic artists the fundamentals of computer programming within a visual playground!     

   This book teaches you the basic building blocks of programming needed to create cutting-edge graphics applications including interactive art, live video processing, and data visualization. A unique lab-style manual, the book gives graphic...
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Augmented Reality: An Emerging Technologies Guide to ARSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Augmented reality (AR) is a technology whose time has come. Conceived in rudimentary

	form as early as the 1960’s, AR is only now becoming truly practical. Recent

	advances in mobile processing, coupled with an explosion in digital storage capacity,

	ubiquity of wireless broadband connections, mass adoption of smart phones, and...
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